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Editor’s Note
Hey, kids,
Ever have someone curse at you so vilely (and it comes out of nowhere) that after
multiple times of hearing it, you just have to laugh at it? Well, when that was
happening, I was reading these pieces and was feeling and yet still hopeful for the
future. It’s why I think I have a soft spot for romantic poetry.
That being said, I hope these pieces inspire you to savor the flavors of autumn (mmm,
pumpkin!),
Krisma
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OCTOBER HURRICANE
Halloween cosmetics adorn the carpet,
A variety of stains on once white fabric.
Single strands of your hair adhere to the cotton
Blanket as children cling to mothers’ breasts.
I still recall the manner in which you
Undressed that night,
Stockings suspended over the armchair,
Through the window the moonlight shed its pallor on them.
Downpours knock at the panes of glass, inside
My candlelit room, those memories, like cave murals.
—Domenic Scopa
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AUTUMN SONG
Falling leaves pile up in the gutters,
mounds of treasure lining the public way,
leading our eyes down stately aisles of splendor.
Such abundance of beauty
that we have to sweep it up
and cart it out of our way.
—Bob Brill
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THE PROMISES OF AUTUMN
I bit into the apple
knowing it would be a disappointment.
It was too light in my hand
to have ripened well,
too sickly pale
to have matured on the tree
where it belonged.
But I bit anyway,
hoping against reason for a
crisp, tart crunch to fill my mouth
and feed me the promises of autumn—
family dinners, a child in my lap.
But the flesh is pasty and tasteless,
gives way without resistance,
decomposes on my tongue.
I spit it out
but can’t help turning the apple in my hand,
hefting it again,
wondering if, perhaps, the other side had faced out,
shouldered a bit more wind,
weathered colder nights,
soaked in more sun,
had more to offer.
—Laura Schulkind
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Tasting Oranges
—Antonia Chan
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STILL HAUNTED
by
Deborah S. Prespare

The house was haunted. As kids, when dares still mattered, we certainly
believed it. On that sunny fall day, we accepted the challenge our other friends
had given us (no one ever made anyone do this dare alone), and we walked,
side by side, with everyone looking on, up the walkway that led to the
abandoned house.
The walkway wasn’t really a walkway anymore. The concrete had
disintegrated. Weeds had sprouted everywhere. The house wasn’t much of a
house anymore either. With vines strangling its rusted gutters and overgrown
bushes creeping over its smashed windows, the house was just a shell of the
brick rambler it once was.
We looked back at the line of them, our friends, their mouths agape, the
brightness of their yellow and pink T-shirts and shorts belying the dreaded
darkness ahead. “Good luck,” they shouted.
With our friends’ well-wishes, we looked at each other, her smiling, being
brave, me trying to ignore the tall grass scratching, like the tips of a skeleton’s
fingers, I imagined, the backs of my legs.
“You ready?” she asked me.
I managed a nod and we slipped around the corner.
Standing outside the back door—someone had broken its lock long ago—
she asked me if I was scared. My heart racing, I couldn’t answer. I couldn’t
move.
So, like with everything else, she went first.
She pushed open the door, and we both cringed at the whining screech
of the rusted hinges. Flashing me another smile, she stepped into the shadows
of the plundered kitchen and I followed.
With the sunlight dripping through the cracked window above the
missing sink, we could see the vulgar graffiti and saffron-colored water stains
veneering the walls, the animal droppings, blown-in leaves, and broken beer
bottles camouflaging the linoleum floor. No appliances or cabinet doors had
been spared. Wires wormed out of the vacant lot where a refrigerator once
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stood. A gas line, the red seal capping it blackened as if burnt once, protruded
from the space formerly occupied by a stove. The exposed cabinet shelves—the
ones that still remained, that is—sagged under the ghostly weight of what once
filled them. Imagining the stacks of dishes, glasses, and mugs that once were, I
wondered about the people who had lived here, about the mother who once
reigned over this kitchen.
What had life made of them?
Pulling me back into the moment, she looked back at me, and I nodded
again, admiring, despite how anxious I was, her blue eye shadow and pink lip
gloss. None of us was wearing makeup yet.
She led me, our feet landing unsure on the too-giving floor, through the
kitchen, through the air that was thick with the phantom scents of cigarettes,
mothballs, and wet fur, and into the shadow-filled hallway. Soft pops and
creaks. The scurrying of an animal behind the walls. Hopefully it wasn’t
trapped—or maybe it was better, for our sake, if it was.
“Did you hear that?” she asked, sounding uneasy now.
“I think so,” I whispered.
She took my hand. I eagerly squeezed it and tried to be fearless. Biting
her lip, her eyebrows pinched, she kept moving toward the living room. She
stopped suddenly and I bumped into her, her blond hair brushing my cheek.
Being so close, the grape-scented shampoo she used overpowered the house’s
smell of decay.
How I envied her hair, her natural and perfect golden curls. I got a perm
once. It went flat on day two. How I envied everything about her. Although we
were only thirteen, she was grown-up beautiful. She looked like a girl who
should be wearing makeup, a bra. I only wore a bra at the time because I didn’t
want to be the odd one out.
She tensed, goose bumps stippling her arms.
“Did you see something?” I asked, taking another whiff of her candysmelling hair.
When she turned to answer, I became twins in her chocolate milkcolored eyes. She started to speak but stopped. Her eyebrows relaxed and,
before I understood what was happening, she leaned forward and kissed me.
Terrified, I pulled away and ran.
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The girls on the sidewalk shrieked when they saw me sprinting around
the side of the house, through the weed-infested yard. Squealing, trying to keep
up, afraid too, they followed me down the road. It wasn’t until we were on the
main street of our suburban neighborhood that their cries subsided.
Like the house, my friendship with her crumbled. We left middle school
behind. We finished high school, always being cordial, but nothing more. We
headed to different colleges. Last I heard, she’d ended up somewhere in
California.
Now, when I return home to visit my parents, I sometimes find myself
jogging by that abandoned house. Vines have completely wrestled its roof to the
ground. Bushes and weeds have devoured its bricks. Seeing the house so
consumed by nature, remembering so clearly how wrong that kiss, my first
kiss, should have felt, my hair—it always stands on end.
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SHADOW PEOPLE
There’s this couple
in single-breasted
and satin Dior
whose shadows
dance
in candlelight
to a Bakelite Philco
on red kitchen tile.
And there’s a woman who
teaches him the two-step
in two non-refundable
lessons;
another shows him her
tattoo bookmarked by
white bra strap.
And there’s a man
had two too many who
prates what he believes
he will do to her;
another says he likes her
––she’s interesting.
There’s this couple
in a bar in a town
people think they know.
—Wanda Morrow Clevenger
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STREET PLAYER
Around the corner is the street player
Cornered by his cell phone and empty pockets
Trying to break the sound barrier
That is too high to break.
The patrons in the bar behind him
Hear the incongruity and feel the dichotomy
Of their lost lives and beg for relief.
The sidewalk trees are watching
Aware of the dirge
Playing in their chocking ears,
Wanting the silence that waits for an answer.
—Phil Carriere
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TIME SERVED
by
Patrick O’Neil

Demetri, a shifty little bastard up on multiple murder charges, was my
cellie. Many a night I’d feel the bunks shake as he jacked off and made weird
noises. It was common agreement that one should do it quickly and quietly. He
was on the top bunk so it shouldn’t have been a problem. But Demetri just
wasn’t capable of either. He’d stolen bits and pieces of sleazy porn, torn out
when borrowing other guy’s magazines, mixed in with ordinary women’s
underwear ads, the kind you find in any newspaper. He’d sort of fashioned
them all together into his own whack book. Taking a People magazine he
adhered the various purloined photos onto the pages with Bob Barker-brand
toothpaste. When both sides were entirely adorned with the tattered shots of
insatiable-looking naked women spreading their legs or shoving their tits
together jammed on top of a layer of dried toothpaste, they became extra thick,
almost like papier-mâché or cardboard. And when he leafed through while
pulling his pud, the pages would creak and he’d make these whiny comments.
“Ohhh, look her pussy; look at her pussy; oh, her pussy.”
It’d be about then that I’d say, “Demetri? Demetri. Demetri! Shut the
fuck up.”
Demetri and his gypsy girlfriend had allegedly poisoned several old men
to steal their money and property. His girlfriend would make as if she was the
old guy’s squeeze, and then Demetri playing the role of her caretaker brother
would put toxic plant extracts in the old dude’s food. When the fourth old guy
turned up dead and Demetri and the girlfriend were found living in his house,
driving his car, and depleting his bank account, the county of San Francisco
decided they had a case and charged the both of them. He was constantly in
the newspapers, headline front page material for months. Which I liked
because it pushed my measly armed robberies to the back pages, below the
fold, soon they’d be gone and I’d be forgotten. What my lawyer described as the
“wait for the next worse thing to come along” defense—there’s always a more
heinous crime waiting to be committed—and then I’d no longer be the DA’s
flavor of the month.
Still, it would freak Demetri out when he’d see me reading an article
about him.
“All lies,” he’d say. “All lies. Hey, Pat, how ’bout a snack?”
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And I’d be like, “Demetri, you poison people, ain’t eating shit of yours.”
We were both max-security. Our combined bail in the several millions. In
reality we shouldn’t have been in the minimum-security pods, and so the
sheriff’s department had made it mandatory we be kept together in one of the
lockdown two-man cells. Up on the top tier with the rest of the three strikers
fighting for our lives.
“Pat? Think ya ever gettin’ out?”
“How many times I gotta tell you, name’s Patrick. Not Pat. Pat’s what you
do to a dog.”
“Don’t know, Pat. Your case is bad.”
“Like yours is a fuckin’ walk in the park.”
Demetri was a Christian Palestinian. He told me I didn’t know
persecution until I’d experienced life as a Christian Arab. I said I didn’t even
know there were any. Demetri said that was okay, he’d never met a junkie
bank robber either.
But it annoyed the piss out of me when he’d jack off late at night. The
only time the cellblock was even vaguely quiet was 1 to 4 a.m. And I’d take that
time to read. Lying on my bunk, my head hanging off staring up at the book I’d
be holding in the shaft of light coming into the cell from the main overheads
above the tier, I’d read all night with plans to sleep all day. Only people I’d see
were guards as they passed by the cell every hour and shined a light in our
faces, making sure we were still there—as if we could somehow escape all that
steel and concrete.
“Pat, how much you pay lawyer?”
“Go to sleep, Demetri.”
“Mine want ’nother forty thou. Bloodsucker.”
“Go to sleep Demetri.”
I sat in county jail for eighteen months fighting my case. A year of which
I spent locked down with Demetri. When the DA finally offered me a deal that
wasn’t twenty-five years to life, I took it and got transferred to finish out my
time. Periodically, I’d read of Demetri. The prosecution was having trouble
proving he’d actually committed murder. When it looked like their case was
going to completely unravel, they opted to go with multiple convictions of elder
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abuse—Demetri was going to do five years, a little over a year for each murder.
With time served, he’d be out a year or two after me.
When I got out on parole, it was a whole different world for me. I tried to
get my shit somewhat together, clean up, not shoot dope, and stay out of jail.
So I checked myself into a residential rehab. Actually, I had nowhere else to go.
And with parole breathing down my neck, and the DA’s promise of a life behind
bars if I fucked up again, it wasn’t really that hard a decision. After a three and
half years, I was off parole, out on my own, had a job—and life wasn’t great,
but it wasn’t the hell it had been.
One day, feeling cooped up in my county subsidized single occupancy
sober living environment, I decide to go out. Walking along Third Street out of
my soon-to-be gentrified SoMa neighborhood in the general direction of
downtown, I passed the W Hotel and there was Demetri out front, leaning
against the hood of a cab.
“Hey, man,” I said to him. “When’d you get out?”
“Hey, Pat. Get out of what?”
“Get out of prison, dude.”
Demetri leaned in close to my ear and said, “Pat, don’t know what you’re
talking ’bout. Never been to prison. Please don’t speak of such things again.”
I gave him the once-over. He looked bad. He had aged a lot in there.
“Okay, buddy,” I said, and walked away.
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BIRDCAGE
I love my body
almost as much as I love yours.
Hell, maybe more.
I’ve had moments
of racquetball perfection,
no thinking, just doing it.
The sex
has been outstanding too.
Sometimes.
I’ve reached the age
when I have to press my thighs
to rise from a chair.
Whenever I tire of wearing my body,
I long to peel it off
and hang it in the closet,
then take a vacation
where gravity has no dominion
and the bird in me is free to fly.
—Bob Brill
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NAKED AND GLISTENING
by
Dominic Laing

He stood, naked. And glistening.
Full-length mirrors hand out no favors; lesson one. Wrote it down in his
head. Kept a log.
Four miles didn’t feel like two. Felt like four. One. Two. Three. Four.
No adrenaline. No euphoria. Four miles. Ache and sweat and stink.
Beginnings never brought out joy in him. Stumbling to life, falling out of
bed. Grunts.
Never fresh as a daisy. Never fresh.
The sun peeled down his right arm. Dozens and dozens of beads of
sweat. Like he’d been swimming. Shining like diamonds hidden in the rock.
Hidden in fat and age.
Salt would soon crust on his shirt. Another one ruined, he thought.
Breathing remained heavy.
***
“I’m…gonna…feel…like…a…million…bucks…I’m…gonna…feel…like…a…
million…bucks.”
“I’m gonna feel like a million bucks. I’m gonna feel like a million bucks.
I’m gonna feel like a million bucks. I’m gonna feel like a million bucks. I’m
gonna feel like a million bucks.”
“I’m gonna feel like a million bucks. I’m gonna feel like a million bucks.”
“I’m gonna feel like a million bucks. I’m gonna feel like a million bucks.”
“I’m gonna feel like a million bucks!! I’m gonna feel like a million bucks!!”
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“I’m gonna feel!! Like a million bucks!! I’m gonna feel!! Like a million
bucks!! I’m gonna feel!!!! Like a million bucks!!!! I’m gonna feel!!!! Like a million
bucks!!!!”
“I’m! Gonna! Feel! Like! A! Million! Bucks! I’m! Gonna! Feel! Like! A!
Million! Bucks!”
“I’M!! GONNA!! FEEL!! LIKE!! A!! MILLION!! BUCKS!! I’M!! GONNA!! FEEL!!
LIKE!! A!! MILLION!! BUCKS!!”
“I’MGONNAFEELLIKEAMILLIONBUCKSI’MGONNAFEELLIKEAMILLIONBUC
KSI’MGONNAFEELLIKEAMILLIONBUCKSI’MGONNAFEELI’MGONNAFEELI’MGON
NAFEEL”
“I’MGONNA…I’M! GONNA!…I’m gonna…I’m…gonna…”
“I’m gonna vomit. I’m gonna vomit…oh, God, I’m…I’m gonna throw
up…I’m gonna…oh, God…”
***
Hank felt uncomfortable about his hair. Too long on the sides, not long
enough on top.
A few blocks later, Hank felt uncomfortable about his shirt. Not the right
fit. Made his arms feel thin. No muscle, only fat.
In the afternoon, as he finished lunch, he felt his gut inching over his
belt. He hated his belt and he hated his little paunch that insisted on resting
over it.
He sat in his car and hated traffic. He hated the way the seat belt
bunched up his collar. He hated his teeth. He could brush his teeth every hour
on the hour, and it wouldn’t change how he felt about his teeth.
Or his beard. God, what a fucking mess. And his hands too. He looked
down at his hands. He glanced down at his feet. His fucking shoes. When was
the last time he bought new shoes?
When was the last time he bought new socks?
***
My face. My God, I looked at my face in the mirror and I’m a fucking
wreck. I don’t know what the fuck’s wrong with my face. Everyone else knows
how to wake up in the morning but me.
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What the fuck does everyone else do in the morning?
How do they get out of bed without feeling like they’re a fucking curse
thrown upon the world?
Is there something I don’t know? Of course there’s something I don’t know.
Because I’m a fucking idiot.
Shit. I look like shit. I feel like shit. No one loves me. No one thinks I can do
anything. No one takes me seriously. Why does my left hand keep falling asleep?
I can’t grow a mustache. Fucking fuck. Why the fuck does everyone love
sweaters? I fucking hate sweaters. I don’t look good. I don’t look well. I don’t
look good or well or bad or great or amazing or terrible. I’m so fucking average,
I’m the average of all the averages. I’m the perfect blend of all blends. I’m
everything thrown together in a blender and whipped to hell.
I’m the faceless throng. I’m a piece of the Big Machine. I’m Primer. I’m
what goes on the body before you actually take yourself seriously and decide to
act like a fucking adult.
***
If someone looked me in the eyes and told me they loved me because of
who I was and nothing else, I would laugh my fucking head off and tell them
they don’t know what the hell they’re talking about, and I would tell them to get
a life and to look a little closer because they obviously don’t see the fucking train
wreck I am and all the mess around me and how it’s a wonder I don’t shit my
pants and smear it across my shirt and how my hair’s a fucking wreck and
how…how…how…
If someone looked me in the eyes and told me they loved me because of
who I was and nothing else, I would smile and break into a million pieces.
***
Fathoms deep in his soul, Hank felt a different feeling.
Like when you’re on one side of the earth, and you start digging, and you
dig so far and so deep, and you dig even though your fingers start bleeding, and
you’re dirty and covered in dirt and breathing in dirt and muck and ash and
roots, and you’re deeper and deeper and you lose track of where you were,
where you’re going and even where you are that very instant, that very next
instant, the instant after that, and you dig and you dig because you’ve always
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been digging, and you’ll always be digging, and instead of sunrise and sunset
there’s only dig left, dig right, dig left, dig right, dig left, dig right, and dig—
—and then you break through, and then you’re on the other side of the
earth and it’s still you and it’s still your hands and it’s still your fingers and it’s
still your breath and you’re still on the earth, but you feel you’ve crossed over,
and you’re someone new, something new, some new thing.
Like that. Fathoms deep. Somewhere else. Some other feeling. Some other
thing.
In lands untouched by sun, Hank imagined himself strapped with a sixpack. He imagined himself carved of stone and granite, chiseled out of marble
and placed upon a pedestal.
Traced and toned by God’s perfect pen; would run and not feel weary;
would flex and not fail; would bend low yet always rise again.
His breath not saddled by damned fat-coated body, not marred by
phlegm, not pressed in by wretched slouch-back.
His breath; like fire, like a beacon of light.
***
My name’s Hank, and I’m the unstoppable man. I’m the one you can’t
predict. I’m the wolf ripping off all the shitty sheep’s clothing you made me wear
my whole life. I’m gonna huff and puff and tear the house down—the house you
built with all your thoughts and notions of who I am and who I’m supposed to be
and who I can’t be and what roles I can or can’t play.
I’ll be the one standing head and shoulders above you and all of your
asshole friends at all the dinner parties and cocktail hours and screenings and
galleries and premieres and all the fucking things you and your fucking friends
go to.
I’m gonna shine. Like the sun, you piece of shit. Like a diamond in the sky.
My fucking beads of sweat on this fucking potato-sack body are diamonds I’m
bringing out of the rough, out of the shit of who I am but who I am no longer to
be. Take note of all these diamonds in the rough, all this mad shimmering, this
fucking ocean of Shine beneath the surface of my fat ass.
My body is not my body. It is my bondage, locked inside a cage. I know I
can be different.
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I’m a lover. You don’t think me one, but fuck you and your thoughts. Fuck
you and your thoughts. Fuck me and my thoughts. Fuck me. Fuck me.
I’m more tender than you realize, more tender than you’d ever want to
admit, and I’m going to make sure you know how much I can love.
I’m going to change. I’ll be remade and leave who I am behind me. One
day, you’re gonna find my shell, like old, shriveled snakeskin. I’ll be jogging…no,
I’ll be sprinting, and I’ll be remade and I’ll rip off my dead layer, and I’ll never
see it again.
I will transfix you. My love will set the world alight and will burn away all
the shit of the old world. Everything else will fade and die. My love will be the
great discerner, and my love will have its time.
My love will show you the way.
My love will build the tower and my love will break the cocoon and let
loose the butterfly. My love will transform me into a butterfly, a six-pack
invincible butterfly.
Twinkle, twinkle biggest fucking star. Up above you assholes so high, like
a diamond in the sky. I am the brightest diamond in the sky. I am like the
brightest diamond. Like the brightest diamond. People like the brightest
diamond. People will love the brightest diamond.
You will see me and love the brightest diamond.
You will see me and love.
***
Eighteen minutes. Still he stood. Naked and glistening.
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DOUBLE IMAGES
She saw things no one else
could see: the watermarks on
the cracked mirror were fingerprints left behind by water
witches, crones of the night who
changed shape and became exotic
birds, mynas that spoke a language
like ours she called a parroting
of speech and that if I looked
closer and listened as carefully
as I could, I would become aware
of the most marvelous creatures
known to man. I looked hard,
we both did, and after a while
both of us began seeing forms,
strange shapes that defied logical
explanation; though neither of us
could describe what we had seen,
neither of us could decide what was
real and what was not, both of us
were so afraid not to look, we dared
not avert our eyes.
—Alan Catlin
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At The Funeral
—Arah Ko
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BYZANTINE STILLNESS
From blue-gray to blue-green.
My irises in the mirror
morph into my mother’s.
I climb into their byzantine stillness
and submerse myself
in those waters
from which I came.
That was so long ago
and she is gone.
I move my face away
from the mirror.
It takes decades.
—Betsy Martin
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LINOLEUM DOJO
In the end the karate kid unfurls
poised to flap, his lumbering neck exposed
as if survival lingered unpinioned,
as if Miyagi, empty toll of temple bells,
frog splash of evening’s hushed pond,
couldn’t feel Daniel’s uneven toes tingle,
as if he didn’t know the auditorium’s
shifting dust. Unstitched from the sofa, I cranekick to the kitchen, across Zen linoleum,
pause as branches slope over night sky
and descend upon meandering fruit flies.
The window’s reflection beguiles.
Miyagi appears. He taps his heart
as if to say, karate here, Matthew-san.
Pots and pans whisper their quiet witchery,
the microwave’s socket oms like a monk.
Miyagi’s eyes are basins; the stove’s two
burners, the two-bulb light—two fruit flies,
night after night, on the reflection’s face,
the reflection’s face.
—Matt LaFreniere
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SPECIAL BABY
by
Robert Marshall

I just threw away a photo of a baby. The baby hadn’t done anything
wrong. But I no longer knew which baby it was. Its photo had sat on my
dresser, above the sock drawer, among various framed photographs, for years.
I don’t get rid of things easily, including people. Or images of people (which
have—magic of photography!—a special relationship to people). I no doubt once
had a special relationship to the baby in the photograph (who lay on a
comforter with a bear in a crib) and likely still do to the person the baby’s
become. Because of this special relationship—of photographs to people, I
mean—throwing someone’s picture away feels not un-akin to throwing them
away, though fewer trash bags are needed. At the time I put the picture in the
frame, I must have known which special baby the special baby was, but now
that knowledge is lost. It would be reasonable to suppose that when I framed
the photo (framing itself being a way of making special), it was obvious (or as
they say, a no-brainer) which baby the baby was. In the back of the large white
basement, someone’s laundry spun. I tried to reassure myself, tossing the
image of the once special little one into the gray bin, that there were other
images of her or him that would survive, since s/he was—or had been—special.
It seemed a reasonable guess that this baby-image dated from an era when
there weren’t so many special babies—in my life, that is. And thus had been
(by me at least) especially often photographed.
But in the world there are countless special babies. And I could not help
but ponder this as I threw the special baby in the bin. Herein lay the big lie, the
one everyone knew but no one spoke of. The big no-brainer: If there are
millions and millions of special babies, how can they all be special? Perhaps it’s
a confusion of language, I thought, somewhat hopefully, as I looked at her or
him among the torn envelopes, white and manila. The room was moist; the
laundry hummed. Perhaps we don’t have a way of telling the babies they
matter without telling them they’re special. Mattering and being special aren’t
the same. Except that under capitalism they kind of are: Eventually the special
babies morph into special children, who eventually realize they’ve been lied to,
once they become aware of the sheer number of babies, special and not so
special, sharing the planet with them. Or they half realize the lie, since it’s a
pretty hard one to face up to, the belief in being special being more difficult to
let go of than, say, one’s faith in Santa Claus. Some go through life secretly
clinging to the “special” belief, in a way that, Miracle on 34th Street
notwithstanding, would earn them entrance to an institution and lots of meds
if they clung instead to old man Claus.
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Logic hardly ever overturns necessary beliefs. I mean those beliefs we
need to get through life. (This may of course just be something I need to
believe.) But still it’s sometimes there, logic, that is, a sort of pale shadow. In
the back of the room, a dryer turned.
I too, of course, had been a special baby. I too, as a child, had looked
through the album my mother kept and been comforted by the photographs
she had preserved in there. Perhaps they were held in place by small black
corners. I don’t recall. I do remember one, the first, taken in the hospital. My
face was squished. My oddly thick hair spiraled up in a weird black twist.
When, having entered my special childhood, sitting on the shag carpet in the
living room, perusing the album (which reassured me, on some afternoons, of
my already threatened specialness), I would see the photo with the funny hair,
I would imagine a past life in which I’d lived in Fiji (I’d cut up plenty of National
Geographics). Time passed. I don’t know what became of that album. Perhaps it
could still be found. But probably not. Oh well. I would still prefer not to hear
about someone throwing (even unknowingly) my picture away. Doubtlessly this
has happened many times, and not always unknowingly. Oh Hobbesian world
of images! I thought as I tore up more paper to bury the photo of the baby—
who lay in its crib with its bear—in the recycling bin, atop some coffee filters
and their grinds, my ripped-up ConEd bill, some lousy poems, another appeal
from UNICEF.
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NEVER, LITTLE GIRL
Never sleep in a bed in the woods
even if it’s just right.
Bears make clumsy bedfellows
and have a tendency to swallow
one whole. Never eat enticing
food that’s left out in the open,
salmon-eater or salmonella
could be lurking. Never sit idle
in a still-warm chair, that bottom
may not be far behind. Never venture near
Mama Bear’s den, she stands,
one claw in Baby’s collar, leaving
one paw to snarl
in your gold, gold hair.
—Kimberlee Thompson
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THE HOMEOWNERS
by
Steve Vermillion

My wife is gone. I’ve been alone for years now. I work and I come home.
Nothing happens. My only real pleasure is Judy. She lives across the street.
She’s a single mom and has zero interest in me. That’s what I like about her.
She has remote blond hair and radiates infinitely inaccessible love. I have no
hope of ever making her mine, but like I said, I suppose that’s the point. How
to describe her? She has heart-shaped hips, caustic, incendiary eyes, and most
of the time she’s angry and bothered and is not happy to see me unless she is
borrowing my leaf blower. She’s the president of our homeowners association
though, so to be near her I volunteered to be the sergeant at arms although it’s
only an honorary position. I don’t really have any authority. Still, I live for our
monthly homeowners meetings. It leaves me a lot of time for thinking, and
maybe choosing something to wear.
Anyway, three pigs moved in next door. I know, what are the odds? Each
bought the three undeveloped lots next to my house. The neighbors didn’t
approve of the idea of pigs moving into the neighborhood of course, which I
understand. They didn’t come right out and say it at first, but in so many
words. I have nothing against pigs myself. My philosophy is live and let live.
The grass is always greener. A friend in need…things like that. Yes, there was
antipathy from the very beginning, but here’s the deal—and it’s just like my
dad told me—you give ’em a fair shake: men, women, children, even animals.
You give them your trust and see if they take it away. Most of the time it’ll
surprise you the way they measure up. And that’s the way I felt when the pigs
moved in—though, along with everyone else, I wondered what kinds of houses
they would build. Just as worrisome was the very fundamental question of
what kind of people have pigs for neighbors? How, we collectively wondered,
would we ourselves be judged? And what next, pigs marrying sheep, goats,
cows, all wanting to live right next door? Our kids going to the same schools?
I’ll give them credit though, the pigs did attend the homeowners
welcoming meeting. Everyone pretended to like them. We couldn’t have been
nicer as we tried to introduce ourselves and get to know a little about them.
But the pigs were out of place, you could see that—socially awkward, mostly
eating the hors d’oeuvres and keeping to themselves, which did not go over very
well. Who knew what they were really up to? Who even knew if they were
related? For all we knew, maybe they weren’t even family. Maybe they were in
love.
And it didn’t improve things much when, the next morning, one of the
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pigs, without notifying the association, began to haul large quantities of straw
to his lot.
I could see those code violations beginning to mount as soon as he
started, but you give everyone a fair shake, so I waited. The waiting wasn’t all
bad though, Judy was forced to call me when she saw the straw. I knew she
would. And she gave me an earful about how she was ready to call City Hall
but first wanted to seem reasonable, so she told me to get over there pronto
and have a word with the pig, see what he was really up to, then tell him to
knock it off.
Nobody hates confrontation more than I do, but I trudged over to the
pig’s place hoping to be diplomatic. What I saw, though, horrified me. The place
looked more like preparations for a bonfire than the construction of a house.
There was simply no way of avoiding it. I took a deep breath and told the pig
that this was never going to fly. Even if he, in his wildest dreams, somehow got
past the building inspector, the neighborhood association would probably sue.
The pig didn’t say anything. He started shifting his weight from hoof to hoof,
rooting around inside the straw as if he was looking for a screwdriver, grunting
as he halfheartedly kicked at the straw, acting as if some sow had just broken
up with him. I felt bad of course, but what could I do? I wanted to call Judy
and tell her. Lord knows that every ounce of my being wanted to hear her voice,
but there was the certainty that she would be happy. I couldn’t risk that. I
went home, wrote about my encounter on a couple of stick-it notes, headed
across the street to her place, and stuck them to her mailbox before running
like hell.
Sure enough, a few days later, she called me and told me to come over.
How do I explain this? There is just something about Judy when she’s angry,
the spontaneously unconscious way she has of pursing her lips that exquisitely
excites me, always compelling me to want to prolong our conversation, so when
I got there I asked her if we might together, draw up some contingency plans in
the event the pigs refused to come to their senses. The very idea that the pigs
might not cooperate made her even angrier. And I’m not afraid to admit that I
was overcome with a sudden longing. She glared at me for an instant, an all too
fleeting instant, then excused herself to grab a pencil and notepad.
I looked around. I liked the way her place smelled. Fresh flowers in
vases, a couple of those plug-in room deodorizers. It was all so beautiful. I, of
course, made my mind up to say something to upset her. She quickly returned,
carrying the homeowners’ manual. Sitting on the couch, she patted the seat
beside her, motioning for me to join her while she opened the book on her
admirable lap. She quickly launched into why the pigs were out of compliance,
pointing out minutia and obtuse ordinances she was sure the pigs would
overlook. She didn’t really have to say much to inspire me. Before long I was
trotting back across the street toward the second pig’s place, ready to do her
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unhappy bidding.
I found him, along with the dejected straw pig, hard at work, hanging
what appeared to be stick curtains in a stick window. You had to hand it to the
little guys though, they worked fast and the place did look quaint with its
woodsy, kindling-like ambiance. Still, I had my job to do. After complimenting
them on the color of the curtains (I was only pretending. You really would have
to look pretty carefully to tell them apart from the house itself). I began to
explain why the house was a no-go. They just stood there, looking up at me,
their little black eyes blinking, noses twitching, faces wincing each time I began
a new paragraph.
When I’d finished, they seemed petulant but ready to accept their fate, as
together, they walked around in circles, kicking at the now useless sticks.
Judy called an emergency meeting of the association. There was a lot of
complaining. Mostly about the fact that we were dealing with pigs, so what did
we expect? I said, no one wants pigs in their neighborhood, but there are laws
and we have to abide by them. Yes, so far the pigs have made an unholy mess
of things, but remember, they took it well when I talked to them, and besides,
they still had one more chance. Who knows?
This, of course, elicited a scowl from Judy, which nearly caused me to
faint.
You’d think everyone on the block had called in sick the day the bricks
arrived. I could see it all from my house, the neighbors peeping from their
blinds, their curtains, or mowing their lawns, tossing a look over their
shoulders.
What are you going to do? It’s easy when the pigs break the rules. It’s
easy when they don’t adhere to the covenants and building codes. But this time
was different. The pigs set about laying a foundation, building walls and
windows, and ultimately a roof that not only passed, but was something to
admire. I was impressed, but at the same time, I knew this would place Judy in
a real bind. She would be forced to find some new, more rational excuse for her
anger. As for me, I was in a quandary. More problems with the pigs meant
more sexy Judy. If the problems were resolved and she was no longer angry,
then what about us? What about me? What about our future?
I wanted to see Judy unhappy, angry. I mean, really angry with glossy,
pursed lips, her eyes ablaze and out of control. To say that her unhappiness
simply aroused me was to underestimate the true depth of my passion. Her
unhappiness meant more than that. It meant the world to me. Somehow,
though, I remained professional.
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More homeowners meetings were called as, day after day, the brick
house that our cursory inspections had ascertained, continued to meet, even
exceeded city building codes and our stringent regulations. And I’m sure that
silent prayers were said, praying the pigs would paint the place paisley or
purple. That they’d add a weather vane two inches too high, or neglect the
required landscape and drainage. Like one collectively long-held breath, while
our shoulders slumped in unison, I could almost feel the release, the
exhalation of hope, up and down the block as the house neared completion.
One night one of the neighbors grew angry enough to spray paint “Pigs
Go Home” across their front door. But the pigs apparently didn’t care, didn’t
get it, or enjoyed the irony. Who knows? But they left it there.
Ultimately, Judy called me to her house one morning. She was wearing
lavender lipstick and a purple jumpsuit that clung to her in distracting places.
Her hair was done up, way up, smelling deliciously of hair lacquer, her fingerand toenails a pink I’d never seen before.
It was only ten in the morning. The scene felt like a dime novel: One of
those pulps with a sultry woman in lingerie and a man with a gun, or one with
Fabio, his open shirt, his accelerating hair, falling over the book’s cover. I
suppose it didn’t really matter.
Later, Judy had her way with me. I guess I can say that now.
The two of us lying there, our obligatory cigarettes glowing despite the
late-morning light. My performance anxiety now a distant memory, lost in our
smoke rings. Soon enough she had me promising to support her in the
homeowners meeting scheduled for that evening. “Tell me you love me! Tell me
you want those pigs out now!” As I just stood there at the foot of her bed in my
socks and underwear, what could I say but, “I love you and I want those pigs
out now!”
That night’s vote was unanimous. The pigs had to go. Judy glared at me
and I swelled with renewed energies. She proposed, and someone seconded,
that I should go and have a final word with the pigs. Tell them the house
wasn’t going to fly. It had to go and so did they. We’d pretended to been patient
long enough.
Everyone was silent, looking at me, waiting for me to speak, to reassure
them that the pig problem would be solved, that the neighborhood would
return to normal, that I was their man. And as much as it offended my sense of
right and wrong, as much as it screamed that this was a travesty of the laws of
basic agrarian decency, all I could think of was Judy. Angry Judy. That
jumpsuit, those nails, her erotic temper, the nasal way she had of speaking,
and of course those pursed lips when she got all worked up. But if the pigs
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were finally gone, could I, would I ever truly experience her hostility again? I
knew I had to try.
Under the light of the streetlamp, walking across the street on my way to
confront the pigs, I suddenly felt like I was marching, my resolve growing to the
tune of her perfume, the taste of her embittered tongue. It’s fair to say that I
had no plan… Still, I did have a gun.
I knocked on the door. All three pigs answered, jostling each other, those
beady little eyes looking up at me. I had no idea what they were thinking,
whether they were expecting trouble or a fruitcake, but I froze, the force of an
ocean wave crashing in my ears. Suddenly, I was as confused as they were.
Maybe that’s why, to this day, I still can’t remember.
The lights from Judy’s living room window illuminated my way as I
walked back up across her lawn. Through the living room window, I could see
people standing around with cocktails in their hands, laughing. The entire
homeowners association, waiting to greet me, to slap me on the back, high fives
all around.
All I could think of, though, was Judy. Judy in purple, waltzing toward
me, a breeze or a fan from somewhere making it appear as if she was walking
on air. Like one of those models for laundry detergent, running in slow motion,
falling in love on a beach somewhere. Judy, lying across her bed, our eyes
locked. Judy, pulling me down to the bed, our bodies pressed together one
more time.
She would ask me what happened. The disposition of the pigs. She’d give
me that look. But what was I supposed to tell her? There was no way I was
going to risk pleasing her, seeing her smile, hearing a laugh. No way. Not
tonight.
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ENCLOSURE
by
Caroline Bruckner

It was when she said: “Damn it, Walker, be a man! Stay and take it for
once,” that he walked out and promised never to return. He wanted badly to
slam the door behind him, to really bang the thing so violently shut that the
entire house fell apart around her as he left. He didn’t. Instead he shut the
door extra carefully, making sure he closed it the exact same way he always
did—without making a sound.
You couldn’t see how furious Walker was the way he meandered between
the enclosures at the zoo, watching the turtles laying around lazily before
stopping by the monkey cage. His eyes were drunk though and sullen with
anger. Hell is other people, he thought. What he needed were animals. Animals
didn’t make you listen to their bullshit. The monkeys annoying wailing
reminded him of Peg though and the fight they had just had—or not had—so
he left with a shudder and continued toward the big cats. Frank, he thought.
Frank will set it all straight.
At least one evening a week, just before closing time when there was
rarely anyone around, he came to watch the lions. Maybe it came from having
been a scrawny and nervous boy, but he had always loved lions. Nobody would
mess with the king of the jungle. How many nights hadn’t he dreamt of digging
his small hands deep into a big, fluffy, golden mane? For years, when he
couldn’t sleep, he had fantasized about being curled up between a lion’s great
front paws. In his fantasy the lion had protected him, and he always fell asleep
then, with the distinct scent of cat fur in his nose and a low purr in his ears.
Walker marched around the wooden building toward the back of the
enclosure. One usually got a better look at the animals by the big window
inside, but he preferred to watch his lions through the chicken net. It seemed
more natural that way. Sometimes they came so close, he could catch a whiff of
their golden fur and almost feel the heat radiating from their heavy bodies.
There was one lion in particular, Frank, that seemed to like his presence. On
good days Frank came sauntering up to the net and just sat there, staring
straight at him. Walker loved those days. The mighty amber eyes spoke to him.
They said: Walker, I hear you dude. Fuck ’em all. You are a great man. Listen to
me, I should know; I am a goddamn lion. On those days Walker came back
home refreshed, carrying a reassuring sense of importance. It was this feeling
he sorely needed now.
A slight wind rustled the green foliage inside the lion enclosure. Some
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tiny birds where chirping high in the trees. Walker already felt his anger slip
away. He scanned the ground for any sign of Frank, but he couldn’t detect
anyone inside the net. The rocks were empty and there was no sign of wildcat
in the bushes either. He took a deep breath, disappointed. Where was Frank
when you needed him? It was that sort of day, he pondered, digging his hands
into his pockets. It had been that sort of day from the moment he woke up.
Walker felt it before he saw it. There was a concentration of force to his
right. Slowly he turned his gaze toward the spot.
A graceful lion stood firmly on the visitor’s path, unblinking. The
luxurious mane shone golden. The long, strong tail swayed slowly from side to
side. Pupils pointed straight at him like small, black bullets.
Frank.
For a moment Walker’s mind was clear as crystal. Not one single thought
hovered in his head. Even the wailing monkeys were silent. Tiny shimmering
lights seemed to sparkle and dance around the animal, like the air above land
on a hot day. Frank had come to see him. He had always known it. He had
always known he was special. Here, finally, the proof. He was going to walk
with lions. If only Peg had been there to witness it.
Then Frank opened his jaw wide and roared, flashing teeth sharp as
daggers. The bottomless, baritone grunting numbed his mind. It rattled every
bone in his body. It made his blood freeze in his veins.
He expected there would never be another sound again. Then a voice in
his head whispered to him. “You are going to die.”
The notion plucked the breath out of his mouth. What to do if attacked
by a lion? Was he supposed to stay or run? Run, his instincts were shouting.
Run for your life, you fool! And still he remained standing, rooted on the spot,
helpless.
Frank made no move. Walker started to relax. Just a little bit. It was only
Frank. Frank wouldn’t kill him, would he? They were old buddies! He
remembered now. One was supposed to stay and not move. If attacked, one
was supposed to stay and talk calmly to the animal.
“Frank, good to see you.” His voice sounded small and far away. He had
in mind the lion would slowly come over and lay down at his feet. Maybe he
would even get to lay curled up between Frank’s paws.
Then the great animal whacked his paw on the ground.
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As if moved by an invisible force, Walker threw himself to one side. The
sun slipped gently through spring leaves. A rush of excitement flooded through
his veins. He felt an insane strength in every muscle of his body. He would
outrun the lion, clearly.
Then he slipped and fell on his face. Walker rolled away, thrashing
through the high grass at the side of the road, expecting those teeth through
his back at any moment. He slithered behind a wide tree trunk. The lion
plodded toward him, great paws flopping. Frank peered at him and licked his
black lips. Some pelicans cackled somewhere. Walker scrambled up and ran
for his life.
There was a crack as the sharp teeth buried themselves deep into
Walker’s left leg. He dropped like a stone. The lion skidded to a halt and slid
down on all four with Walker on tow, face in the mud.
“Aaaaaargh!” Walker wailed. He squealed and kicked out as hard as he
could with his other leg. The lion’s bite hardened. He felt no pain, only an
instinctive urge to kill the beast. Frenzied, his hands searched the ground for
any kind of weapon. There was only grass and old leaves. His heart thumped
uncontrollably in his throat. He tried to scream, but only odd gurgling noises
came out of his mouth.
It dawned on him. There was nothing he could do. He was stuck. Fear
gripped his gut and pain gradually began flooding his head. He didn’t dare to
open his eyes. Tears started spilling down his cheeks.
“I don’t want to die,” he whispered. “Peg, I am so sorry! Fuck!” he sobbed,
drooling. He saw her clearly then. Her ash-blond hair in a messy tangle on her
head, her brown eyes with the yellow sparkles, the silver fork she had pointed
at him before he left.
“Damn it, Walker, be a man! Stay and take it for once,” Peg’s voice
echoed in his ears.
No matter how you looked at it, he had a lion chewing on his leg. Now
either he could be present with that, for as long as he might last, or he could
lay with his head in the dirt, pretending this whole death-thing was not
happening.
Slowly he turned to watch the lion. A wind blew in the long, rich mane.
The strong, glowing body stretched out leisurely, as if just woken up from a
nap in the sun. Whiskers trembled slightly with each breath. It was majestic.
Walker sat up with his last strength and dug his hands deep into the
golden mane. Up and down he moved his hands, gently, stroking the lion. The
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fur was soft as velvet to the touch, softer even than he had imagined it to be.
The smell of cat and urine and dust tickled his nose. Reaching in for a courage
he didn’t know he had, Walker stared into the unblinking eyes. It was like
being sucked into outer space.
Frank looked amused. And then loosed the grip around Walker’s leg.
Hadn’t he always known the lion would never hurt him, not really?
Just then Frank snapped his jaw shut. Walker’s bones broke with a
deafening crack. He chewed Walker’s left leg off at the knee.
Walker watched the lion trot down the narrow path. It was a remarkable
thing, to see one’s own foot move away like that, apart from oneself, sticking
out at an odd angle from the mouth of a lion. Old and worn leather shoe,
diamond-patterned sock, piece of jean—things he had considered his until just
a second ago.
Before he fainted, soaking with blood, he started to chuckle. Reedy,
gurgling laughter. He would never run away from a fight with his wife again.
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STALKED
by
Elaine Kaye

Crows shrieked in alarm as a rabbit ran for shelter in a dark green fern.
Squirrels scampered up tall pine trees and stopped on the tallest branches to
watch a family of quail scurry across the narrow path; father first followed by
four little ones, mama quail always last.
Silence, deafening silence.
“Skip!” I yelled. “Nick! Come here!” My two collies had run off, scaring
every creature in this neck of the woods. It was a sunny but cool autumn day.
Colored leaves carpeted the ground and pine needles gave off their Christmas
scent. Dry leaves swirled in the air when a rush of wind blew by, settling them
in a new spot.
I walked faster knowing that if I passed the curve, I would find my dogs
surrounding a poor helpless rabbit who only wanted to get back to his home.
Near the sharp curve, I stopped short and froze. What did I just hear? It was a
gunshot from a rifle! It was so close that I started to tremble.
“Skip! Nick!”
Did I hear one of my dogs yelp? I prayed, I was wrong. Then I heard only
one dog barking, not two. I started to run as fear flooded through my body. I
ran past the curve and over the small hill to see Skip standing over the body of
Nick.
“My God,” I cried, tears welled into my eyes. My dog is shot! How? Why?!
My feet could not carry me fast enough. After what seemed like an
eternity, I finally reached my two dogs. Nick lay before me, unmoving. I reached
down to feel for his breath; there was none. Then I saw the blood flowing from
his head. My dog was dead!
I held back tears. I could not cry now. I had to find out who did this first!
My brain told me to move even as my body stayed paralyzed. Skip was at
my side, sniffing Nick, wondering why his brother did not get up to romp some
more.
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Fright set in as I crouched low. Should I hide or run for help? I had gone
deep into the woods on the outskirts of our farm. The farm hands were at
lunch break by now, eating the meal my mom cooked for them. That meant no
one would be out in the fields to hear my call for help.
A twig snapped. Skip’s ears twitched, then he started to growl. My skin
crawled. The sound of a rifle being cocked hit my ears. It was too close. I knew
that someone had a rifle aimed right at me and they were ready to shoot. I
glanced at my surroundings to see sparse land. My dumb luck! Ahead of me
was a cluster of young trees, but would that be enough to shelter me from a
bullet?
Not wanting to wait another second, I ran as fast as I could down the
path, past the cluster of young trees. Skip was at my heels. Then I heard the
rifle’s explosion, and I dove into the thick brush. Young seedlings cushioned
my fall. I lay as still as I could.
Who was after me? I had no enemies that I could think of. Rage and fear
ran through my veins, because someone in these woods was my enemy.
“Stay still, boy,” I commanded Skip. He lay low with his head on his
paws, but his ears and eyes were alert. I lifted myself up slowly to see my way
through the brush. Naturally, the bush I landed on was as thick as mud. I had
to rise onto my knees to get a view of the path that was thirty yards away.
There was no one! I turned my head to look farther, and there he was, in plain
view! I shot to my feet and darted off with Skip who ran ahead of me. Neither
one of us looked back.
“Wait!” I heard, but I kept on running.
A shot whizzed by my face, making me stumble to the ground in shock.
“Ow!” I had fallen on pinecones that tore up the skin on my arms and legs.
Wincing, I pulled a few pieces of broken cone from my palms. Seconds ticked
by. Skip was anxious. He paced as I pulled more wood-shrapnel from my
knees.
Then a branch broke under someone’s shoe. He was near, very near!
Turning around, I saw a figure that in my mind was so close that I could touch
him, but he was still far away. I knew I had to go deeper into the woods to the
larger trees and that meant I would have to run and hide again until I could
find help. This path would lead me to the Adams’ farm, but there was no
shelter there, only grassy fields. Making up my mind, I got up and took off in a
new direction.
“Wait, please!” a voice pleaded. “I want to help you!”
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Help me? Sure, I thought. Kill me is more like it.
Here the trees were wide enough for me to hide behind so I could catch
my breath. Skip panted hard, his tongue hanging out. My side ached so much I
thought I had gallstones.
PING! Another shot. PING! Skip yelped. He lifted his front paw. He was
hit.
“Come on, boy, let’s go!” He limped at first, then darted ahead of me,
knowing we had to keep moving and moving fast.
I kept running, out of breath, my side cramping, sweat running down my
face and making a clear path on the dirt that covered my cheeks. I took the
chance to look behind me to see if my stalker was near.
Wham! Suddenly, I was on the ground again, my breath taken away from
me. Did I run into a tree? No, I ran into a person!
I opened my eyes to see a man my age, twenty-three, standing over me.
And he was the same man that was after me! Skip growled, ready to attack
upon my command.
“Please, I won’t hurt you. There is someone out there with a rifle shooting
at us.”
“At us? What do you mean, at us? You are shooting at me! Why?”
“No, I’m not. I’m not even carrying a rifle. See?” He shoved his hands
forward, showing me he held nothing.
PING! A shot rang out; we both ducked.
“Come on,” he said, grabbing my hand. “Let’s go!” It was all he said
before dragging me to somewhere I didn’t know.
PING! Another shot whizzed by. PING! My leader was hit in the arm. He
winced, held the wound, and kept on running, not missing a step. I followed,
hoping this was just a nightmare. We zigzagged through the woods and
stopped behind another group of thick trees to catch our breath.
“Who are you?” I panted. “What are you doing out here?”
“I’m Jake Miller. I’m visiting Tom Adams. I was just trying to find that old
pond we used to swim in eons ago. Are you okay?” His blue eyes roamed over
my slender body that was now covered in dirt and spotted with blood.
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“I’m fine, but you’re hit.”
“Just a scratch and it stopped bleeding. How’s your dog?”
Skip! How could I forget about my dog?! I checked his wound and knew
he was fine. For the moment.
I picked at the dried blood on my hands. It was something to do while I
tried to sneak a peek at this stranger. He had said his name was Jake Miller. I
remember that name from somewhere. Did I know him from school? “Jake,” I
stated. “You attended Mount Hill Elementary, didn’t you?”
“From kindergarten to seventh grade until my dad lost his farm and we
had to move.”
“Now I remember you.” I recalled a tall, skinny boy with the most unruly
brown hair. The other kids always made fun of him but not me. All the farmers
in our area were poor, and I knew his mom cut his hair the best she could.
Never in my wildest dreams would I imagine that I would run into him again,
only to see how handsome he had become. And to run into him while being
shot at?
“I remember you too,” Jake was saying. “It came to me when you ran into
me. Speaking of which, we better get going.” He ran his hand through his
ruffled hair.
“Who’s after us?” I asked as we ran.
“I don’t know. I thought someone was after you so I ran to help you, then
shots came at me too. Don’t you have any idea?”
“No,” I said in a huff. “I don’t have any enemies.”
We were quiet until we found a gully and hid in its thick brush. Skip sat
near me, alert as usual. “What are we going to do?” I asked.
“We shouldn’t be far from the Adams’ place. I remember passing this
gully when I cut from the path.”
PING! A bullet whizzed by. Why won’t this stop?!
“Come on!” Jake pulled me to my feet. Skip bolted ahead of us, limping
again. He needed medical attention on his leg, fresh blood dripped down his
paw.
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PING! Jake pushed me to the ground, covering me.
“Shh,” he whispered.
I dared not move. I was barely breathing. Never have I been more scared
in all my life. A rifle cocked near our heads. We both glanced up to see a barrel
aimed at us.
“Get up!” a voice commanded. Slowly, we got to our feet and faced our
stalker.
“George?” I stammered.
George had always been quiet and shy. I hadn’t seen him in months
since his mother died. His tattered clothes hung on his thin body. He had long
matted hair and a thick beard. No one in town would be able to recognize him
now.
“Yeah, it’s me,” he said. “Good old George. The person everyone picks
on.” He aimed his rifle at Jake. “Sue, I’m sorry you got in the way. I’m after
him.” He pushed the rifle at Jake, jabbing him in the chest.
Before I knew it, Skip jumped on George, grabbing his shabby long
sleeve. Then George hit Skip on the head with the butt of the rifle. One yelp
and Skip lay in the dry dirt.
I moved forward, hands clenched, ready to fight when Jake grabbed my
arm and pulled me back. “Why me?” he asked George.
“No questions! Just put up your hands. Both of you,” he commanded. We
did as ordered. “I had fun stalking you, Jake. But you got in the way,
sweetheart.” He pointed the rifle at me. I froze. I was so scared I could not
breathe. Out of the corner of my eye, I saw Jake inch toward me. We were only
a few feet apart, but his movement wasn’t unnoticed.
“Stop right there, Jake. It’s you I’m after.”
“I’ll ask you again. Why are you after me?” Jake wanted answers. He
knew George was ready to kill; he had such a glazed look in his eyes.
“You stole my girl, you stupid bastard! You left town and she just upped
and followed you. I planned on marrying her!”
“Wait a minute. I left town when I was twelve years old!” Jake was trying
his best to reason with him. He had to prove George wrong, or he would kill us
both.
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“No! No!” George waved his rifle in the air. “You left two years ago for the
big city, and Betty left one year later. I have not heard from her since. I know
you both planned this all along. I saw the way you two snuck around town
together. I saw!” His aimed the rifle at Jake.
“That wasn’t me! I don’t even know Betty. I left eleven years ago and
came back just this past week to stay with the Adams. I am Jake Miller.
Surely, Betty ran off with someone else named Jake, but it wasn’t me.”
George’s rifle was lowering without his knowledge, but we noticed it.
I also noticed Skip was moving, ever so slightly. Oh, thank God, he was
not dead! Then Skip was up on his feet, showing sharp teeth. He was ready to
lunge at George who had his back to him. Jake saw this and took a step
forward to distract George.
“Hey, where do you think you’re going?” George aimed his rifle straight at
Jake. Skip lunged and so did I.
I collided into George and we both fell to the ground. Skip was biting his
arm while Jake grabbed the rifle out of George’s hand, and I pounded on his
body with my fists. I wanted to hurt him for killing my dog.
“You killed my dog!” I screamed and hit him harder.
“Sue, stop it! You can stop now. I have his rifle. Skip, whoa boy.”
Skip backed off, but I was not about to give up. Jake had to haul me up,
his arms circling me, as he aimed the rifle at George.
Tears welled into my eyes, and I just let them flow. I cried for the loss of
my dog, for the horror we went through, and for the relief that it was finally
over.
Skip led us to the Adams’ farm. George was next in line, his hands tied
with Jake’s belt. His head hung low, shoulders slumped even lower. Jake was
behind him with the rifle aimed at his back. I followed last in line, staring at
the figure of Jake. He was back after all these years, and I felt a new bond with
him. He had saved my life, Skip’s too. As if he knew that I was thinking of him,
Skip came to my side, barking and leaping, trying to take care of his injured
leg. Jake must have known I was thinking of him too, as he turned his head
and winked at me. Then Skip ran back to his position, leading us around the
next curve in the path and to what lay ahead.
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RUST
What if trees shed blood and stones
Bruised when you kicked them?
What if you snapped off a twig
And its sap ran red,
Stained your hand indelibly?
How could you go on living?
What if you saw something manmade,
Abandoned and shot full of holes,
Looking like it took years
To bleed to death?
You’d have to keep telling yourself
It’s only rust. Only rust.
—Don Thompson
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leaving
departure is mixed
either observing the backs
turned on you
or being the one turning
turnstiles at the subway
crowded by the flooding
people
leaving underground lines
being the one waving
from a dorm entrance
as your father leaves
not to be seen for another
lonely while
leaving adolescent daughter
gazing
till figure’s disappearance
remembering a graceless gait
as he crosses your lawn
the stooped back
under a black shirt you gifted
leaving
after a secret embrace
you biting lower lip, wishing
another meeting soon.
—Annie Chen
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TO FRIEND OR NOT TO FRIEND
by
Iris Dorbian

At first I thought it was a hallucination. For five long and loaded
minutes, I stared incredulously at that Facebook friend request. No, it couldn’t
be. I hadn’t spoken to him in fifteen years, and if I recall, he had made it
abundantly clear—well, maybe not directly to me but certainly to his network
of friends and peripheral associates—that I was no longer part of his inner
circle. I had been excommunicated, obliterated, zapped into oblivion, a mere
blip that no longer resided anywhere near his radar.
“Jesus Christ,” I blurted out, with no thought I was being sacrilegious to
my god, after all I am Jewish. “From what hole in the earth did he crawl out
of?”
Further exacerbating the old hurt, a note accompanied the friend
request. At first, I thought about deleting it before I even opened it. But my
curiosity was piqued: I had to read what Ron wrote. Just this once.
To my puzzlement, it turned out to be even more chirpy and effusive than
I could imagine:
“Hey girl! How are you doing? It’s been a long time. I just joined Facebook
and saw your name. Sorry I haven’t been in touch but when I moved out to LA,
I threw out my old Rolodex.”
I cocked my eyebrow. Is he kidding? But it didn’t stop there—the
message continued:
“I’ve been doing okay. I gave up trying to sell my screenplays and went
into teaching. Right now I teach history and English to middle school students
in a private school outside LA. The kids are great—very bright. This is the third
year in a row they’ve been cited for academic excellence. I like to think I played
a role in that (blowing on fingers—HA-HA!).
“I still write—but only when I have time. I wrote a couple of plays that
were done by this theater in LA. I even got nominated for a few awards. I might
do it again—there’s a playwriting competition going on that I’d like to enter.
But I’ve been so busy with planning my lessons. It’s a living!
“Definitely get in touch with me. I want to find out everything you’ve been
up to. I want a dossier!
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“Cheers, Ron.”
I reread the e-mail. Twice, then a third time.
This was someone who had once been one of my closest friends, someone
to whom I had entrusted with my private, innermost secrets, someone to whom
I had bared my post-adolescent soul umpteenth times in so many tear-stained,
cathartic outpourings.
***
We met in a history class our freshman year at NYU and clicked almost
immediately, bonding over our love of literature, movies, and old episodes of I,
Claudius, while commiserating about mutual family woes: I had confided to
him about my clandestine desire to be an actress; the fractious relationship
with my mother who seemed so competitive with me, I thought she hated me;
the older, rejecting brother I considered to be a familiar stranger; and the
father I adored but felt frustrated with due to his frequent emotional
impassivity brought on by a childhood trauma forged in Hitler’s concentration
camps.
Ron, in turn, would tell me about the alcoholic father who had
abandoned his family, which also consisted of his mother and younger sister as
well as the heroin overdose death of his sister-in-law, who was only twenty-one
years old at the time. Ron was twelve when she passed away and had never
stopped blaming her husband, his feckless older brother, for it.
With our shared confidences and affinities, Ron’s friendship filled a void
for me. Soon I had likened him to something I had always wanted but never
really had—despite the flitting presence of someone who shared my DNA and
was four years older than I—a surrogate brother.
But even the staunchest fantasies can be dissipated by reality. Cracks
began to show that made me think perhaps Ron and I didn’t have as much in
common despite our similar interests and our desire to “make it” in the
entertainment industry—he as a director/screenwriter and I as an actress.
Following graduation, Ron, who was working as an underling at an
independent movie distributor, put together an ad hoc theater group,
comprised mostly of his aspiring actor friends; he asked me to join. Desperate
to escape my dead-end job as a secretary at a foundering radio network, I
grabbed at the opportunity. In one play penned by a writer Ron admired, I was
a hapless teenage runaway led astray by a sexy Machiavellian stranger and in
another, by the same dramatist, I was a cold and officious prosecutor. To our
delightful surprise, both productions elicited mostly positive audience
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reactions. Ron felt validated and pressed on.
Soon I noticed a change in Ron’s normally upbeat, gregarious
personality.
He had become so embittered by what he perceived to be a lack of
support from his friends and family, he began to lie incessantly about
everything and anything—even on matters bordering on the inane and prosaic,
such as sending me a Christmas card. And he’d viciously bad-mouth friends
for all sorts of infractions and wrongdoings that were inexplicable to me. It
made me wonder whether the vitriol he used to speak ill of people behind their
back also extended to me.
During this time, he had a blow-up with a girlfriend, a pretty brunette
soprano whom he directed in a minor opera showcase. After becoming
suspicious of their broken dates and Ron’s flimsy excuses, she snooped around
his desk and found a journal, revealing in unsparing detail how he consistently
cheated on her with not only supposed friends of hers but other would-be
performers who had auditioned for Ron for various plays and operas.
“She’s on the warpath,” he told me around this time, warning me to be
on the lookout for an irate call from the now ex-girlfriend.
But she never phoned. Probably because she knew we were never
involved.
Sure, there had been some fleeting moments throughout our friendship
in which Ron would make vague overtures, but they were always met with
either a slight joke on my part—that it would be like committing incest or
embarrassed silence—until I conspicuously digressed from the subject.
With his tall, imposing clean-cut looks, impeccably combed short dark
hair, soft features, and Clark Kent glasses, Ron was superficially attractive. Yet
there was something very prissy and stiff-necked about him, an antiseptic,
almost priestly aura that always gave me pause, preventing me from ever
seriously considering him as a possible lover. So he remained a friend and,
more important to me, the brother I never really had.
Sadly, whatever closeness we had soon deteriorated after I appeared in
another off-off Broadway production of a play best unremembered, also
directed by Ron, which garnered a slew of audience reactions that ranged from
mild droll scorn to unmitigated antipathy. My character—a swinging
stewardess from the 1970s—was a cliché in a play riddled with clichés.
Foolishly, I thought I was helping Ron when I gave him, couched in the
most mealy-mouthed, nebulous language I could muster, some critical
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feedback I had gathered piecemeal from friends who had seen the production.
“Some people thought the play was poorly written. A few didn’t like the
performances of the men,” I told him uneasily over the phone.
Pause. “That’s odd,” replied Ron with a slight edge in his voice. “Because
most of the people I know loved the men and thought the women (meaning
myself and another actress) were weak.”
A tense hush fell over the conversation after Ron threw that none-toosubtle dagger at me.
Struggling, I regained my composure and continued.
“I’m sorry you feel that way,” I replied. “I’m just repeating what others
told me.”
“And I’m just repeating to you what my friends told me,” he retorted
testily.
And that was the end of our friendship. No more calls or avid invites to
be in his next play—no more shared confidences or emotional bonding. What
began in earnest at NYU in the early 1980s evaporated in an instant thirteen
years later in a simple phone call. My supposed good intentions had
backfired—with lasting negative repercussions.
Except for a message that he left on my answering machine a year later
in which he invited me to see another off-off Broadway showcase he was
directing, a series of one-acts by well-known playwrights like Romulus Linney
(which I saw only to encounter the cold shoulder from a few actors I had
worked with and to receive a perfunctory “thank you for coming” from Ron),
our friendship was no more.
Months later, while walking down the streets of midtown Manhattan, I
ran into Jane and Lou, a couple I knew from Ron. I had acted with both of
them in one of Ron’s earlier shows. They told me Ron was moving to LA with a
girlfriend shortly.
“You’re not still in touch with him, Iris, are you?” inquired Jane.
“I haven’t heard from him in a while.”
“Good. Because he’s no friend of yours,” continued Jane, who began to
fill me in on how I had become a popular target of Ron’s invectives and tirades,
my name synonymous with a thesaurus of epithets, most of which impugned
the state of my mental health.
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While she spoke, Lou, who had known Ron since their childhood, nodded
his head in assent.
“You know, Iris,” Lou mournfully reflected. “I think he was probably
always a jerk, but you and I didn’t want to see that.”
***
As I moved my mouse tentatively over the ignore button on Ron’s friend
request, fragmented memories of this dead friendship reared its head. The
problem with old or lost friendships is that very often the person in question
can’t help but see you through the prism of the past, as you were when they
first met you—young, naive, and hopeful—before the disappointments of life
intervened and the relationship combusted.
On one level, I wanted to zap Ron into oblivion just like he did to me so
many years ago. But I hesitated: The callow, dewy-eyed eighteen-year-old who
still believed in the sanctity of friendship, betrayals notwithstanding, wouldn’t
let me press the ignore button.
Maybe I needed to hear Ron out, find out if he ever had any regrets about
dumping our friendship. So I hit accept.
That move, so facile and quick, triggered an avalanche of excited e-mails
from Ron.
He asked me what I had been up to. I responded that I was now working
as a journalist and editor, having given up my youthful dreams of treading the
boards in favor of a regular paycheck. He told me he could relate and had gone
back to grad school pretty much the same time I went to journalism school to
get a teaching degree. There he met and married a classmate, and both were
now living in one of LA’s many suburbs.
He then told me about how he found an old diary he kept when he was at
NYU. In one entry, he discussed how he, another acquaintance, and I spent
one rainy afternoon at the cafeteria inside the now defunct Loeb Student
Center, arguing the merits of the then much ballyhooed BBC TV adaptation of
Evelyn Waugh’s Brideshead Revisited airing on PBS versus its verbatim
interpretation on the page.
“What a pretentious twit I was,” he recalled. “Do you remember?”
And yet no matter how many seemingly amiable and innocuous e-mails
he’d send me, I still viewed Ron as the poster boy of a false friend. Each time I’d
get a message from him or he’d post something in reaction to an status update
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or a link on my Facebook page, I’d either bristle instinctively or more
ludicrously, instantly see in my mind’s eye a rotating montage of grotesquely
sneering, viciously cackling Grand Guignol faces, a mocking brigade, which
included Ron and his friends with whom I had once bonded.
An overwrought reaction I admit, but it was one that always filled the
blank slate in my head every time I’d see Ron’s name pop up in my cyber
mailbox or on my Facebook page.
I shared my conflicting emotions with a friend who didn’t understand
why it should bother me so much.
“He hasn’t been a friend of yours in years,” he insisted. “Why should you
care?”
“Because I did care…once,” I answered.
Trust has never been easy for me. I largely attribute this to a
combination of never feeling acceptance from my mother and brother when I
was growing up as well as being influenced by my father’s deep-seated distrust
of humanity, a byproduct of his being a Holocaust survivor. Perhaps this was a
reason why I felt so immensely and profoundly betrayed by Ron. Another
person might have dismissed it, forced it into the attic of decomposing
memories; but I couldn’t let it go.
I unfriended Ron.
Some time passed when I got an e-mail from Ron asking me if I
unfriended him from Facebook. Tired of the pretense, I told him I did and then
explained why.
“I don’t remember,” he said, in one e-mail as I recalled Lou’s and Jane’s
account of Ron’s malicious bad-mouthing of me. “I just don’t. You were and
still are an important person to me.”
“So why didn’t I hear from you for fifteen years? LA is not on another
planet,” I replied. “You could have easily picked up the phone and called
information if you lost my telephone number or even Googled me to get my
business e-mail.” He didn’t respond.
But then in another e-mail, Ron shifted gears, adopting a conciliatory
tone: “If I did do those things, I’m sorry.” He then revealed he had been
diagnosed with a mental health disorder in the late 1990s and had been trying
to make amends with people he had alienated or stopped communicating with.
“I know I’ve hurt many people, and I’m sorry I hurt you,” he continued,
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adding that since the diagnosis, he had worked hard to rebuild his life. Surely,
everything’s forgiven?
Again, I was going to delete the apologetic e-mails and the friend request,
but then something stopped me—a force impalpable and urgent—a shadowy
figure from the past: the enthusiastic, starry-eyed eighteen-year-old who so
many afternoons ago in the cafeteria at NYU’s Loeb Student Center was reading
a book that was on the syllabus for her History of Ancient Rome class, when I
heard a voice behind me:
“Aren’t you in Professor Wilson’s class?” It was Ron, and thus our
friendship began.
So I friended Ron again—not because I had forgiven him or accepted his
stories of mental health issues, but because of that eighteen-year-old and a
reminder of what could have been.
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MOTHER TONGUE
I come home to the smell of fish
and ask my mother what kind—
she says sal-men, instead of sa-men,
a pronunciation I learned
while ordering the fish on a date.
I correct my mother,
careful to annunciate the s-a.
Like my mother I mispronounce words,
except I am in a college classroom
and say bore-gwa instead of burzh-wa,
unaware of the silent ending.
Heads turn and a corrective is issued.
I nod and smile uncomfortably,
having only seen the word in print.
My mother and I are at the market,
where the elderly Honduran grocer
weighs out our beef and potatoes
while talking with him in rapid Spanish,
as I barely hang on to the conversation.
¿Esta es su hijo? Sí, my mother smiles.
¿Como estás? the man asks—
in my response I forget to roll my Rs.
This time she turns towards me,
her smile waning. Outside she rolls her Rs,
tells me that I really should practice.
Unsung in Spanish and misfiring in English,
I nod my head to agree.
—Jesse Saldana
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SATURDAY’S PRAYER
Goddess of the Laundry, whiten my whites
with bluing for extra brightness.
Do not let the colors bleed, red
leaking into my delicates.
Tackle those tough stains
for me, as deities ought.
I need no soap and lye
when I have you
to do it all
for me
—Kimberlee Thompson
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TILT
by
Candace Armstrong

Jake recognized her first by the way she walked. As he stirred his second
large latte, the woman from his dream walked to the next table. She brushed
crumbs from the seat before she sat, effervescent with energy, chatting with a
friend. Overhearing was unavoidable.
“It’s the same dream,” she said. “I am forever looking through doorways
from bedrooms into a long hallway, like a hotel. I see a shadow pursuing me; I
think it’s a man. But we never come face-to-face.”
Jake felt a chill. His recurring dream had driven him to buy a dream
interpretation book. He closed his eyes to relive the images.
Peeking around corners of doorways in a long, dim hallway, the woman
showed a glimpse of herself to entice him to pursue her. The gauzy sleeve of
her flowing garment disappeared seconds before he reached each doorway, and
he was left standing in an empty bedroom scented with patchouli, arousing
him.
The dream book defined sex in a dream as “harmony of self.” Jake
wondered what that meant. Perspiration erupted on his skin as he opened his
eyes. She was still there, and her friend was gone.
Calling upon his courage, he spoke to her. She smiled and invited him to
join her.
“Couldn’t help hearing your conversation,” he said, gripped with sudden
uncertainty. His hand shook and he spilled a few drops of coffee onto the
tabletop. She frowned and wiped it off with a napkin. “Sorry about that. Well,
the dream you described caught my attention. It sounds like the one I’ve been
having.”
She looked skeptical. “You were looking through bedroom doors onto a
long hallway?”
“No,” he said. “I’m the shadow pursuing you.”
She folded her arms across her chest and pushed her chair back. “Are
you inventing a way to meet me?”
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Jake blushed. “No, I swear. It’s the truth.”
She looked at him with her head tilted for a long while, and he noticed
the dimple in her heart-shaped face when she finally smiled. “I don’t know—”
“The faint scent of patchouli lingers when I reach each room, and I’m
always confused. Looking ahead, I see you slipping into another doorway.”
“Now I do believe you,” she said. “I smell the same scent in my dreams.”
Her name was Claire, and her stories were outlandish but believable.
Jake was enchanted. He envied her self-assurance, but when he said so, he
was startled by her serious reply. “Believe me; I don’t know who I am.”
Jake laughed before her sober face told him it wasn’t a joke. He felt a
deep dismay bubble within him, and he thought it was a sign of caution. He
didn’t want to be cautious. The old insecurities beckoned, but Jake decided to
ignore them. When that moment slipped away, Claire’s charm resurfaced.
He invited her to an art museum’s new exhibit that weekend. She was
vibrant and witty until they came to a special showing of Monet’s work. Claire
stood transfixed before his Poplars for such a long time, Jake asked her what
she was seeing in it.
“Do you see that little patch of mauve?” she asked, pointing to a
wavering blend of subtle colors. “It looks so beautiful there; the clouds in the
powder-blue sky. Shade and sun and water are all somehow combined. Doesn’t
it look like that could be a person under the trees but not reflected in the
water?”
Jake didn’t think so, but he said, “Sure. Why not? Perhaps that little
patch of brown next to it is another person. Who knows?”
Claire frowned. “No,” she said. “It’s too soon to tell.” She held her palm
out toward the spot of mauve for a moment, turned, and walked away. Jake
tamped down an uneasy feeling and followed her.
Eight weeks later, he bought her a framed reproduction of the painting.
Although he spent long moments studying it, as Claire did, he couldn’t see
what she saw.
***
The unsettling dreams abandoned him. Claire’s every quirk delighted
Jake, and soon they were inseparable. On a whim, they married at the local
courthouse, laughing together throughout the judge’s perfunctory statements.
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A month into their marriage, Jake stood at the bathroom door, watching
his wife wipe the meticulous soap dish after washing her face. It took nearly
five minutes for her to hang up the towel because it had to be perfectly aligned
and centered on the towel rack. Catching him watching her, she closed the
door.
One night soon afterward, he noticed Claire standing at the kitchen sink,
drying a carving knife with a linen cloth over and over, intently staring at it.
“Claire, what’re you doing?” he asked. “Trying to rub a hole into the
metal?”
She jumped, dropping the knife. Jake moved to pick it up, but she
stepped on the blade.
“No!” She bent and grasped the handle. “Now look, I have to wash it
again.” Claire stroked the sharp edge with her fingernail. “I hope it’s not
scratched.”
Jake swallowed hard. Adrenaline was tickling the tips of his fingers and
shooting through his legs. He backed away. “What were you thinking, Claire?
Why were you drying it like that?”
Claire wheeled around with the knife pointed at Jake. “Don’t you think I
know how to dry dishes, Jake?” She swung the knife like a pendulum then,
and he took another step back, pushing his heels into the floor to disguise his
quivering knees.
“Be careful with that,” he said. “Someone could get hurt.”
Claire looked perplexed for a moment. She shrugged. “Guess I’m a little
preoccupied.” She laughed, put the knife in the sink, and went to hug Jake.
But later that night he heard her talking to a friend on the phone about
having found a tool for change. He thought nothing of it until he saw the dream
book lying open, curiously not in its usual place. Thumbing through it, he
learned one of the symbols of a tool for change was a knife.
***
The next day he found her sitting in her car with the engine off, staring
straight ahead, her hands resting in her lap. Jake watched for a few minutes
before he tapped on the window glass. Claire looked through him at first. Then
she blinked. Jake saw the recognition in her eyes a second before she opened
the door, smiling.
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“Hi there,” she said. She grabbed her purse and hopped out.
“What were you doing?” he asked.
“Nothing.” Claire rose onto her toes to kiss him on the cheek, and he
hugged her tightly. She squirmed until he released her.
“I mean, what were you thinking? You were sitting there, staring ahead
for the longest time.”
Her eyes were empty. “I really don’t know,” she said, pivoting to walk into
their house.
That night Jake dreamed of riding in a shiny convertible, an exhilarating
trip until the car simply stopped. Feeling disturbed, he located the symbol. The
physical body is the soul’s vehicle, often represented in dreams by a car.
***
Claire shuffled through their gleaming kitchen and stooped to get
cleansing powder stored beneath the sink. She furrowed her brow while she
scoured the sink and countertop. Jake came into the kitchen and sighed
heavily.
“I thought we talked about this,” he said.
Claire whirled to face him. Her eyes flashed. “Talked about what, Jake?
All I’m doing is cleaning the sink. You do want to live in a clean house, don’t
you?”
Jake set his coffee cup on the counter and put his hands on her
shoulders. Claire’s eyes shifted toward the coffee cup. “It must be making a
ring,” she said and pulled away from Jake, but his hold was firm.
“Look at me, Claire.”
Claire looked at the toes of her slippers in between furtive glances at the
coffee cup. Jake shook her shoulders. “Listen to me, Claire. You don’t have to
do this. Everything in this house is spotless because you wash it constantly.
There’s no room for anything else in our lives. I’ll get you any kind of help you
need, but we have to do something. Do you hear me?” He shook her shoulders
again.
Claire jerked up both arms and with all her might pushed Jake away.
Then she reached for the coffee cup.
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“Not so fast,” Jake said. “Listen to me this time.” He grabbed her wrist.
She was too quick and lunged past him. Spinning around to catch her, Jake
knocked the coffee cup off the counter, sending hot coffee spilling onto Claire’s
legs before the cup shattered against the floor.
Claire screamed, dropped to her knees onto broken shards, and scooped
up sharp pieces with her bare hands. Dripping blood, she cried, “Oh no. Oh no.
Look what you’ve done.” She wiped her tears with her hand, dragging slivers of
ceramic across her cheek, creating a trail of tiny bleeding cuts.
Jake knelt, put his arms around her, and pulled her close. Claire sobbed,
her arms hanging limp at her sides.
“Shh,” Jake whispered, stroking her hair as she leaned into his chest.
“It’s okay. Now I know what we have to do.”
***
Claire’s doctors were hopeful, saying her treatment would take only
weeks and not months. Jake was buoyed by their positive expectations,
although he was nervous about bringing her home, then having to leave her
alone. He had the recurring dream, only this time after he raced along the
hallway toward Claire’s disappearing form, she was waiting for him, naked in
the bedroom. Being naked in a dream represents openness and honesty. Still,
he fought to calm his churning stomach.
Is it ever possible to change anyone? I miss her so much, but, hell; I don’t
even know who she really is. Was she right when she told me she didn’t know
either?
Coming home from work after that first day of leaving Claire alone, he
crept inside. The television was on in the living room, but Claire wasn’t there.
Jake sat on the couch with his head in his hands.
Then, looking up, he saw the Monet print hanging crooked on the wall.
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AN OCTAVE APART
You and I are not so different.
To the untrained ear,
our stories are variations on a theme,
a melody left unresolved.
While one can refute
the merits of that chorus repeating,
a middle bridge that suspends
across the divides of divulged confession,
and lyrics that tell a powerful tale
of far too little and way too late,
there is one tune that plays on tonight,
wistful and whimsical, masking a doleful coda
that echoes regrets with a flurry of minor notes.
That is my song, and perhaps yours too,
interrupting the silence of others
with a musical statement at once majestic
and allegedly grand, yet perhaps more
imposition than composition to listeners astute.
The discordant truth is that most move on
with little more than a few clever notes
stuck in their heads, a momentary distraction
that fades as the next passionate phrase
comes along as replacement, a new refrain
for a different day. The harsh realization
that the world remains unmoved resonates,
while a universe rife with songs unsung
is the place where I choose to keep singing,
and, I expect, so will you.
—Gary Glauber
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THE BRIEFEST MOMENT
by
Erin Tomlonson

The tall gothic windows lining the room are open in a feeble attempt to
catch a breeze. Fans on the vaulted ceiling hum steadily, but they are
powerless against the stifling heat of the studio on a sunny July day. This
building is a historic church converted into a dance studio, run by a woman
nearly as old, who sees no need for air-conditioning. Sweat has blossomed in a
blurred diamond down the back of my leotard. A few strands of hair have come
loose from my bun and are plastered against my neck and face.
I’m waiting in the corner for my turn to fly. I’ve spent the entire class
waiting for this exercise. Exercises at the bar are too quiet and dainty for me. I
prefer the power of floor work. I want to move. I want to feel the power in my
legs propelling me across the room. It is my reason for waking up early on
Saturdays instead of sleeping in. My reason for pushing through the sweat and
pain because I know, in the end, it will make me be a better dancer. I began
ballet classes when I was only three, after watching my older sister in a
production of The Nutcracker.
The other girls in my class are gliding across the floor in pairs, their feet
marking out a low drumbeat. One by one would take too long, and more than
two would create collision possibilities. Only two pairs left until it’s finally my
turn. I begin stretching my legs against the bar on the wall beside me. They
run along both sides of the studio, with eight-foot tall mirrors behind, broken
only by the windows. Only one pair left now. I find myself muttering the
rhythm under my breath as they soar diagonally across the floor. “Run, run,
leap. Run, run, leap.” My partner and I move into position. We’ll start at the
same time, but I know I’ll be far ahead of her by the time we reach the other
corner. The pair ahead of us has reached the other side. I breathe deeply as I
wait for the right moment in the music.
The note sounds, my partner and I launch into two long graceful steps to
gain momentum. Instead of a third step, our back legs propel us into a grand
jeté, a leap as far through the air as we can manage. For a brief moment in
time, I am suspended in the air, defying gravity. Every muscle in my legs and
arms stretch to their limit until I’m doing the splits perfectly in midair. From
my toes to the top of my head, every inch of my body has to hit the position. My
eyes catch my teacher leaning her head slightly to the side, the rare sign of her
approval, and a smile spreads across my face. Sadly, I am still subject to the
laws of gravity and must return to the ground after a few seconds. My body is
slowly pulled down toward the worn floor, but I strain to keep the same
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position. My back held firm and head stretched toward the ceiling. Only my
leading leg breaks free, bending slightly to ease the force of landing. With a soft
thump, the weight of my body lands on my front foot as the back is already
sweeping forward to begin the two steps to gain the momentum to fly again, if
only for the briefest moment.
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SILVER WING
by
George Morgan Scott

As Simon sits at the crummy table in the crummy motel room, the
memories swarm in his mind like bats in a cave. The memories concern Sally
Ann, the girl-woman he spent the last year looking for. He never found her, so
he has tried one last tack—showing up at the place where they spent that
incredible night together exactly one year ago, hoping there is a shred of
sentimentality in her that will bring her to their anniversary, as it has brought
him, with a strong shot of desperation tossed in. Has she forgotten him? The
old guy, fifteen years older than she. Is she too sick? Is she…no, he won’t allow
that question.
Simon met Sally Ann at a writer’s conference in San Diego. He had just
finished his session on character development and was gritting his teeth as the
inevitable crowd gathered in front of the podium like pilgrims to a shrine, their
eyes bright and expectant. The idea of being the god of the shrine bothered him
more in practice than in principle.
For while the principle fed his writer’s ego, when he actually faced these
situations, he always hated them—after spending forty-five minutes delivering
his talk, he first had to endure inane questions from the audience, and then,
when the session was supposed to be over, this bunch of loser wannabes would
charge at him with their tiresome requests to read this, read that, what about
this, what about that, and blah, blah, blah, and he would say, sorry, no time,
have to run, send me an e-mail (which he always ignored, along with Facebook
and Twitter requests).
But this time, after they’d shuffled out, mumbling to each other and
mumbling to themselves, he looked up from putting his papers away in his
case, and there she stood, small and thin and pale. She seemed to be studying
the design on the carpet, and her hands trembled as she clutched her
notebook. She had short, stringy, platinum hair, and he didn’t see any roots,
so it must have been natural, and she wore dirty, baggy jeans, rubber flipflops, and a stained and faded baby-blue T-shirt. Her dirty toes peeked from
under the frayed bottoms of her jeans like naughty waifs. He wrinkled his nose
as he caught a whiff of her odor. He wished they wouldn’t let the fucking
homeless in there.
Then her gaze traveled across the carpet, up the table, up the podium,
up Simon’s chest, up his chin and mouth and nose, and stopped at his eyes.
He nearly gasped. Her face was a skull, her skin stretched across it like blue
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paper. But her eyes, my God, her eyes. Out of their dark, cave-like sockets, they
glowed in a soft, green light—a key lime pie green. Delicious eyes. Sweet and
tangy. He wanted to put whipped cream on and eat them.
“Take me with you. Please.” Her voice was small and empty like an echo
from afar. Then a smile quivered on her face, and he knew exactly what he
would do—give her a bath and take it from there.
He told her to wait outside on the street and went to check out of the
hotel. He didn’t want to be seen inside with her.
Half an hour later, he turned out of the parking garage onto the main
street. It wouldn’t be the end of the fucking world if she wasn’t there, and
maybe it would be better if she wasn’t, but he spotted her standing in the
shadows of a big ficus tree like a mysterious offering. He stopped, reached over,
opened the passenger door; she got in, he drove to a cheap motel. He checked
in, giving a false name and a fifty to the guy so he wouldn’t ask for an I.D., and
paid cash for a double for one night.
He parked at the room, opened the door, they went in; she let him
undress her, smiling vacantly as he touched her nipples and ran his hand
down her belly to the thatch of silver-blond hair below. He decided a shower
would be more fun, so he stripped, they both got in; he turned on the water,
they took turns washing each other and shampooing each other’s hair. Even
though her body was much smaller than his, he had more work to do. But he
didn’t mind. The filthy water swirling down the drain should have bothered him
but didn’t.
She giggled when she felt his erection pressing against her thigh, gasped,
jumped, then relaxed and laughed when he fingered her. Both the giggle and
the laugh were uncertain, like she hadn’t had much recent practice with these
expressions and was going only from memory.
They toweled off each other, and he picked her up—she couldn’t have
weighed much more than ninety pounds and he could feel her bones—carried
her to the bed, laid her down.
He started to make his move when she said, “Feed me, then fuck me.”
She clamped her legs together for emphasis.
He sighed and picked up the room service menu. “What do you want?”
The place had a 24-hour restaurant attached to it. He handed the menu to her.
“A cheeseburger, make it a double, onion rings, a strawberry shake, and
a slice of chocolate cake with ice cream. Vanilla. Got any dope?”
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He grinned. “One thing at a time, okay?”
She pouted and he went to the phone, shaking his head. This would
make a good story.
He gave her order, then ordered a club sandwich and Diet Coke for
himself. He put on his robe, took the stash out of his suitcase, sat on the bed
next to her, rolled two joints. She watched him as if he were performing brain
surgery.
He lit one, took a hit, passed it to her. She looked at it for a few
moments, worshiping it, then took a huge drag and held it in. He took the joint
from her and watched her blue face turn red. Just when concern was worming
its way into his consciousness, she let out the smoke, a massive cloud that
covered the whole fucking bed, and her eyes watered and she smiled like she’d
just been blessed. He took his turn and passed it back. She took a smaller but
still healthy hit and again held it in, but this time she exhaled only after she’d
turned pink. She said, “Oh, man,” and closed her eyes. He took the joint before
she could drop it on the bed, finished it, went to the bathroom, flushed the
roach.
He got a blanket out of the closet and started to cover her. Just when the
blanket touched her body, her eyes shot open and she yelled, “What the fuck
are you doing?”
He jumped back, then recovered and said, “Calm down, all right. I was
just going to cover you. Room service will be here any minute, and I didn’t
think you wanted the guy to see you naked.”
Her nostrils flared and her eyes flashed. “Don’t ever do that again.”
“Jeez, all right. You know, maybe this wasn’t such a good idea after all.
Why don’t you just get dressed and—”
The knock on the door cut him off. He walked over, opened it, took the
tray, told the kid to stay there. He put the tray on the table, went back, picked
up his wallet, paid the bill, plus a tip. Pimples grinned, sniffed the air, bounced
his eyebrows a few times, and left. Simon closed the door, turned, and saw her
standing next to the table, her eyes glued to the silver domes covering the food.
At least she had draped the blanket around herself. But the kid had still gotten
the idea. He would’ve needed much less.
“Okay, you can eat, but then you have to go.” If she freaked out over the
blanket, what the hell would she do when he came down on her? Maybe she
could come down on him or just bend over. Yeah, that would work.
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She dropped the blanket, lifted off the lids, lit into her cheeseburger like
there was no tomorrow (why do you have to think in terms of these lame
clichés?), and she sat without missing a beat (here’s another one), and while he
still nibbled at the first quarter of his sandwich, she was shoveling the last of
the cake and ice cream into her mouth, which, despite her overall diminutive
size, was more than adequate to the task. She finished by practically inhaling
her strawberry shake (the eating and drinking participial metaphors aren’t too
bad; well…).
“Man, have you got the munchies or what?”
She was eyeing the rest of his sandwich. He pushed the plate over to her.
“Had ’em a long time.”
He nodded and said, “Name?”
She swallowed, replied, “Sally Ann.” Then the mouth went back to its
other business.
“What’s your story, Sally Ann?”
She held up her hand while she finished chewing, then took a big gulp of
his Coke. “My story? You gonna put me in your next novel, Mister Simon,
author man?”
He smiled. This was a live one. “Maybe.” Probably more like a flash-story.
“But I need a few details first.”
She bit into the last section of the sandwich, chewed, swallowed. “Well,
I’m nothing but details. I’m a very detailed person.” She laughed, and this one
was easy and tinkled like tiny silver bells. “So here goes. I’m twenty-five, I’m
from Galveston, Texas, I been out here since ’04, I’m a certified manic
depressive, or I’m bipolar, depending on which shrink you ask, and right now
I’m stuck between manic and depressed, or between two poles, and as far as
anybody knows, I could be anywhere between north and south, and I’m
homeless. And, oh, yeah, I’m dyin’ of AIDS.” She lifted what was left of the
sandwich to her mouth, then stopped. “And I’m a poet. Enough details?”
Oh fuck, he thought as he watched her finish the sandwich and Coke.
“How’d you get AIDS? Dirty needle?”
She held out her arms. “See any marks?”
“You could be clean long enough for them to heal.”
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She shrugged. “Yeah, but I got the bug from some guy who ass-fucked
me.”
“You expect me to be shocked?”
“I don’t expect nothin’ from you.”
“Except a shower and dope and food and a clean place to sleep.”
“And some new clothes.”
“Oh, really?” He wanted to laugh, but it bubbled in his throat like
phlegm.
She stood and wiped her mouth on the back of her hand. “Naw, I’ll be
outta here in a sec.” She went to the bathroom.
He sat for a few moments, then followed her there. “You don’t have to
go.”
She lowered her panties she’d been sniffing with a wrinkled nose. “I don’t
need no more help.”
He reached for her arm. She pulled it away, held it at the elbow, bit her
lip.
“I don’t want to help you. I want to love you. Just for tonight. I don’t care
if you don’t need me. I need you.” Why? He didn’t have a clue. He just did. Now
you’re thinking like one of your students—“How do you know the author meant
this?” “I don’t know. I just do.” He took her hand and she let him hold it.
“Please? No strings attached.” He wondered, Strings for whom?
“A quickie, then hit the road?”
“Doesn’t have to be that way.”
She studied his face with her impossible peridot eyes. “You sure about
this?”
“Well, there is one more thing.” He smiled. “I’d like to hear your poetry.”
“Listen, you can have my pussy, if you want it, but no way I’m givin’ you
my soul.”
He shrugged. “Whatever.”
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“Hope you got plenty of rubbers.”
They smoked the other joint as they explored each other’s bodies with
fingers and tongues. She told him he didn’t have to kiss her, but he did; she
told him he didn’t have to taste her in the other places, but he did. Fuck
caution. He’d never had a girl-woman—make that skeleton-waif—before.
Then she was on him like a cat, and he let her have control; fuck, he
didn’t have any choice, not that he minded, and she clawed and hissed and
moaned and screamed, and her scratches and bites were intense in their
gentleness.
One hour and four rubbers later, they collapsed side-by-side, bodies
heaving and glistening with sweat. He fell asleep with her head nesting on his
shoulder and her slender leg draped across his thighs.
***
He opened his eyes, yawned, stretched, then closed, opened them again.
His watch read 8:30. Sally Ann was gone; he wasn’t surprised. He got up, went
to the bathroom, peed, then returned and put on his robe. Her scent was on it.
He opened the curtains, squinted at the sunlight, closed them part way. His
wallet lay open on the bedside table, where he’d left it before they started
fucking. Sure enough, one hundred dollars was missing, but that was all. He
guessed she’d wanted new clothes after all. She also took his stash. Hell, she
needed it more than he did.
He sat at the table in the same chair that had held her naked little ass a
few hours ago. Then he noticed the piece of paper. It was covered with small,
precise writing. He picked it up and read:
Silver wing flies
High into the sky
Soaring, gliding, looping, turning somersaults
Surfing the wind
Having fun
But the sun, silver wing, the sun
The sun is my star
I must taste its fire
But the fire eats her and she burns and falls
Flaming, doomed, down, down
And crashes onto the cold, hard earth
And now, in death, silver wing can soar again
Forever free
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A teardrop fell on the page and smeared the last line. Simon’s hand
dropped and he felt a vast and terrible emptiness well up in him, an implacable
void that crushed all feeling. Outside the birds chirped in the cool morning
breeze, mocking him with their cruel taunts. Somewhere, Sally Ann, dressed in
new clothes, was preparing her appetite for breakfast with a joint.
***
Simon tried to forget her, but he couldn’t concentrate on his writing, his
classes, or his committee work at the university. Or his life. Tina, his live-in,
graduate-student girlfriend, packed and split. His plants died. Fish too. Gave
his cat away. After a month of fighting it, he finally gave in and started to
spend his weekends searching for her. He was determined to find her and take
her to his home and get her the best medical care he could find.
He first did an Internet search and found an address and phone number
in Galveston. He called it and a man answered. Her father. After listening to
five minutes of Texas trash-talk, he hung up. She’d obviously burned that
bridge.
He looked in all the homeless shelters, in all the AIDS clinics and
hospices and medical marijuana dispensaries, in all the clubs and coffeehouses
where the hip poets hung out in southern California, from Santa Barbara to
San Diego, but no one had seen her lately.
He’d been beaten up and robbed one night on the Strip, and so, much to
his disgust, he bought a gun. But after a while he’d become hardened enough
by the underbelly of life that he didn’t realize he carried it. Just part of his new
self. As much as his iPad Mini and his iPhone and his old Beamer that was too
beaten up to steal.
The fall semester ended and he spent his spring semester sabbatical
keeping up the search for her, instead of working on his next novel as he’d
proposed. On a tip, he went to San Francisco; on another tip, to Seattle; on
others, to Santa Fe, Austin, Miami, New York. But no Sally Ann.
The one-year anniversary of their meeting rolled around, and Simon
found himself driving, bleary-eyed and buzzing with speed to keep him awake,
to the motel in San Diego, hoping she would show up there. He checked in the
same room, sat at the same table, with the memory-bats beginning to rustle in
their cave.
***
Simon sits, paces, goes outside, comes back in, paces, sits, waiting,
waiting, waiting. He finally falls asleep with his head nested in his arms on the
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table.
Something wakes him. His watch tells him it’s five minutes to midnight.
He realizes the something is a breeze in the room. He stands and looks around.
The door is closed, as are all the windows. Then something brushes against his
cheek, soft and smooth, and he sees, or thinks he sees, a brief, silver flash. He
knows it was Silver Wing.
And now, in death… Forever free. Simon reaches in his pocket, grips the
handle of the gun, pulls it out.
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